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METHODOLOGY
Methodology
Information analyzed for this report was gleaned from various sources and methods, including the
following:

QUANTITATIVE METRICS

o

Website analytics from Google – show web usage for www.bigdayofgiving.org, GivingEdge and social
media sites.

o

Online giving and credit card portal information from Kimbia, Inc. – show who donated, where they
came from, and how many times they donated.

o

Analytics from the GivingEdge nonprofit database – provide data on and show where donors researched
the participating nonprofits.

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

o
o

Focus groups with participating nonprofits after the BIG Day of Giving.
Surveys
o Regional donor survey after the BIG Day of Giving.
o Regional participating nonprofit surveys before and after the BIG Day of Giving. Placer
Community Foundation conducted a Placer-specific nonprofit survey and those results are in
the Appendix.

Participation in both regional surveys was optional and anonymous. Some topics included:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Satisfaction with technology
Demographics
Trends in giving
Participation in various events
Overall satisfaction
Ways to improve

For the regional participating nonprofit survey, 284 responses were received from a total of 529
organizations—a 54% response rate. In addition, a total of four focus groups were held to dive deeper into
the campaigns run by several organizations representing a wide-range of sectors, BIG Day results and
operating sizes.
For the donor survey, 4,751 responses were received from a total of 23,216 donors—a 20% response rate.
Both response rates reflect a satisfactory response and meet or exceed standard baseline minimum
response rates of 20%. Self-reported data from surveys can only be considered as the opinions of the survey
participants.
This is a nonscientific survey.
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THE STORY OF MAY 5TH
The Story of May 5th
At midnight on May 5th, 529 nonprofits rallied to kick off the Sacramento region’s 2 nd annual BIG Day of
Giving. With a goal of reaching $5 million in just 24 hours, nonprofit staff members, board members,
donors, volunteers, and friends worked tirelessly to expand philanthropy in the region.
Giving began immediately at midnight, with people all over the region, state, nation, and world supporting
the local nonprofit sector. Organizers reinforced the value of board and donor engagement and nonprofits
worked with their board members to give at 100% and to activate their
networks to give and generate new donors.
By 7:00 a.m., the first million dollars was raised, three
and a half hours ahead of last year’s million dollar
milestone. The campaign maintained this record pace
throughout the rest of the day, surpassing expectations
and validating the region’s generosity. By 10:30 p.m., the leaderboard
reached the $5 million dollar goal, with an hour and a half remaining in the
day. BIG Day of Giving 2015 ended at 11:59 p.m. with $5.6 million in total
donations.
It was clear to everyone involved that May 5th was more than just one day
of giving. It was the astounding result of months of planning and
preparation, the value of which will last for some time to come. The 529
nonprofits achieved much more than meeting a goal—they gained insights
to board engagement, donor cultivation, volunteer and staff involvement,
visibility, effective messaging on impact, and campaign planning.
This report was prepared to share with the community insights that demonstrate the power of 24-hour
giving days, the value of the technology supporting a high-volume, giving platform, and learnings and
improvements for subsequent campaigns.
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Giving Statistics
DOLLARS RAISED

Total Raised

$ 5,583,619

Online Donations on
www.bigdayofgiving.org
Offline Donations from Community
Foundation Donor Advised Funds
Incentive Pool1 & Company Matches2
Average Raised Per Nonprofit
Average Raised Per Hour
Average Donation Size
Number of Donations
Donations of $25-$50

$

4,574,811

$

560,608

$
$
$
$

448,200
9,700
190,617
141
36,531
23,282

84% increase from 2014

64% of donations

DONORS
Number of Donors
New Donors3
Number of Visits to GivingEdge Profiles

23,216
10,617
4,846

29% of donors overall
21% of donors, 71% were first-time
visitors

MILESTONES
Raised $1 Million
Raised $2 Million
Raised $3 Million
Surpassed 2014 Totals $3.05 Million
Raised $4 Million
Reached $5 Million Goal!
Busiest Hour for Giving

7:00 AM
10:00 AM
2:00 PM
3:05 PM
8:00 PM
10:40 PM
8:00 AM

$352,361

1

Composed of pro-rated incentive dollars and prize challenges.

2

Company matches included in this report reflect only those reported to event organizers.
New Donor data was self-reported on the donation form.

3
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GIVING STATISTICS
TOP PERFORMERS
Nonprofit Category
Nonprofit (Lrg)4 Amount Raised
Nonprofit (Med) Amount Raised
Nonprofit (Sm) Amount Raised
Nonprofit with Total # of
Donations
Most Improved Nonprofit
Category
Most Improved Nonprofit
Top Prize Challenge Winner

Arts & Culture
Placer Land Trust
Woodland Opera House
Social Venture Partners of
Sacramento
Capital Public Radio

$1,465,391/9,733 donations
$ 127,641
$ 43,606
$ 67,975

Animals

Raised $314,000. Triple the
amount from 2014.
2014: $50 2015: $3,460
12 challenges = $14,250

Live Violence Free
Capitol Public Radio

770

GIVING BY GEOGRAPHY
On May 5th, donations came from our 4-county region, and also from hundreds of cities all over California, all
50 U.S. states, and 15 countries—proving once again that online fundraising has a reach unlike any other
method and one that continues to increase year after year.
Top Ten Cities/Areas
City/Area
Total $ Donation
Total # Donations
Sacramento
$
1,621,003
13,378
Davis
$
322,000
3,029
Roseville
$
201,446
1,687
Carmichael
$
177,115
1,393
Auburn
$
165,438
1,318
Elk Grove
$
158,206
1,677
Granite Bay
$
137,431
685
Folsom
$
136,865
909
City of Folsom was the most improved from 2014, increasing their total $ donations by 168%.
Fair Oaks
$
128,304
942
Woodland
$
116,136
786

Nonprofit size was determined by most recent annual revenues from GivingEdge profiles: Below $250K =
small, $250K - $1M = medium, above $1M = large
4
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GIVING STATISTICS
Giving by Counties/Areas
County/Area

Total $ Online
Total # Online
% of Total Raised
% of Total # of
Donations
Donations
Online
Online Donations
Sacramento
$
2,454,843
20,695
54%
57%
Placer
$
802,659
6,091
18%
17%
Yolo
$
576,135
4,856
13%
13%
El Dorado
$
161,780
1,135
4%
3%
El Dorado County increased their donations from 2014 by 156%, by far the highest increase in
giving by area.
Outside Region
$
415,028
2,756
9%
8%
(within CA)
Out of
$
164,366
998
4%
3%
State/Country
A full interactive map of giving statistics in the four county region can be accessed by visiting
www.sacregcf.org.
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GIVING STATISTICS
COMPARISONS: HOW DID WE STACK UP AGAINST 2014’S BIG DAY OF GIVING AND OTHER
GIVING DAYS ACROSS THE COUNTRY ON MAY 5TH
2015 was a year of explosive growth in some areas and slow and steady growth in others. The most visible
win in terms of comparing our success with last year’s event is the amount raised. Below are some
comparison highlights that indicate the event growing and our region embracing this 24-hour celebration of
philanthropy.
Statistic

2015 Results

Amount Raised

$

Average Raised per Hour

$

Average Raised per NPO

$

Number of Donations
Average # of Donations per
NPO
Number of Donors
Average # of Donors per
NPO

Prior Year (2014)
Results

% Increased

5,583,619

$

3,053,207

83%

190,617

$

103,378

84%

9,700

$

6,300

54%

36,531

19,271

90%

69

49

41%

23,216
44

12,123
31

92%
42%

Additional comparisons

o

Like last year, 100% of participating nonprofits received a donation. Our region has been able to
claim this victory since our pilot year in 2013. The industry standard is 80%.

o

Over the last 2 years, the giving day has proven to be a new donor generator, with nearly 1/3 of
donors being new to the organizations to which they donated.

o

Prize challenges continue to motivate. In 2015, the amount of prize money available for nonprofits
more than doubled.

o

Fund holders from the Sacramento Region Community Foundation, Placer Community Foundation
and Yolo Community Foundation were more active this year. Offline donations from Donor Advised
Funds more than doubled in 2015 with an additional $287,000.
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GIVING STATISTICS
2015

2014

G I V I N G BY H O U R
$400,000.00
$350,000.00
$300,000.00
$250,000.00
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DONATIONS

AVERAGE RAISED PER HOUR
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44

31
AVERAGE # OF DONORS
PER NPO

DONOR ADVISED FUNDS

$185,000

BIG DOG COMPARISONS

$235,000

$103,378

$190,617

$535,000

NUMBER OF DONORS

$65,000

AVERAGE # OF
DONATIONS PER
NPO

NUMBER OF
DONATIONS

12,123

23,216

49

19,271

36,531

69

DONORS

CHALLENGE PRIZES
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GIVING STATISTICS
Give Local America: BIG Day of Giving vs. the Nation
Since the BIG Day of Giving participated in the national Give Local America campaign, the Sacramento region
was ranked live against other communities also participating across the country. While there was no official
competition, it was a great source of pride in our region when the BIG Day of Giving would soar to the top.
At the end of the 24
hours, the BIG Day of
Giving ranked #3
amongst
communities using
the Kimbia platform.
The BIG Day of Giving
raised 8% of the
$68,500,000 raised in
all communities on
May 5th, with a 28%
National leaderboard at www.givelocalamerica.org tracked giving days across the country.
higher average
Around 7pm, Sacramento was ranking #1.
donation size. The region
also boasted the 6th
largest in terms of number of nonprofit participants. The vast majority of nonprofits (85%) indicated that it
was “important” to “very important” to be a part of a national giving day.
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THE ONLINE EXPERIENCE
The Online Experience
One of the most compelling statistics in the donor survey is the number of donors who continue to
participate in online giving. Many (66%) reported that they were familiar with online giving; the remaining
34% reported they were new to online giving. Over 93% were “satisfied” to “very satisfied” with their
online giving experience on May 5th. Ninety-six percent of reporting nonprofits, too, were “satisfied” to “very
satisfied” with the website, www.bigdayofgiving.org.
Achieving seamless success with an online giving experience takes a delicate mix of technology, security, and
meticulous detail. This is why the platform on which a giving day occurs is of utmost importance. Just like
the venue at a brick and mortar fundraising event, the online platform’s ability to serve the donor with ease,
speed and security is the foundation upon which a successful fundraiser is built.
An enormous volume of work and care goes on behind the scenes to make that experience the best it can be.
While www.bigdayofgiving.org merely appears as a website with information and giving capabilities, it must
be built with precise functionalities that go beyond the basics of a financial transaction. While the traffic
capacity of websites varies and is based on many different factors, a high-volume giving site must be built to
manage hundreds of concurrent visits per second, utilizing multiple servers—all the while providing the
highest level of security and stability. This high-functioning giving capability, as well as being linked to the
GivingEdge nonprofit database and allowing donor data to be pulled in real time, are the main ingredients
that must be secured for the BIG Day of Giving to happen without incident.
Kimbia, the platform vendor, is just one of a handful of companies in the world able to provide this sort of
platform, and is considered the leading technology provider.
Here’s a snapshot of what happened on May 5th at www.bigdayofgiving.org. Who visited? How did they get
there and what did they do when they arrived?
Total Visits
1st Time Visitors
Returning Visitors
Page Views

74,387
39,813
34,574
434,165

Pages Viewed Per Visit

5.8

Bounce Rate

1.8%

#1 Referral Source

Facebook

Mobile Giving

40%
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Number of visits to all the different pages of the website.
This includes all 529 nonprofit pages.
Number of pages on average visited by each person on the
website.
A bounce rate measures the percentage of visitors who
navigate away from the site after viewing only one page. A
great bounce rate is around 20%. This shows that visitors
to www.bigdayofgiving.org were engaged with the site and
viewed multiple pages.
While the majority of traffic to the website came from
direct links (39%), social media was a close 2nd with 22%
indicating Facebook as the #1 social media site of the day.
% of donors that accessed www.bigdayofgiving.org using a
mobile or tablet device
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THE ONLINE EXPERIENCE
SOCIAL MEDIA
Love it or hate it, social media is the hub for awareness, marketing,
and is where the story plays out during giving days. Despite the
continuing popularity of paid
advertising to reach your audience,
social media is growing as a critical
tool to reach the community at large
and interact with donors in real
time.

o

99% of nonprofits reported
that they utilized Facebook
for their campaigns.

o

75% reported it “highly effective”
or “effective” during the BIG Day
of Giving.

o

One third of donors responded
that they learned about the BIG Day of Giving through social media,
with over 40% using social media channels to promote the day to
others.

o

The official hashtag #BIGDoG2015 began trending on Twitter days
before the event and remained in the number one spot locally
throughout the day.

Meme winner, Tuleyome and
their “spokes bear” Berry.

Social media prize challenges with an emphasis on video were also front
and center this year. Videos were shared on multiple social media
platforms to heighten the nonprofit’s visibility, engage with their board
and donors, and compete for prize dollars.
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TOP TEN INSIGHTS
Top Ten Insights
The BIG Day of Giving offered us many insights to the benefits of participating in such an event. The true
value of these giving days goes well beyond raising much needed funds. In order to participate in the BIG
Day, the nonprofits received rigorous training, learned to collaborate with other participants and developed
sustainable, capacity building skills that will serve them well into the future.
In a spinoff of the Knight Foundation’s “Ten Lessons from the Giving Day Initiative”, we offer the Sacramento
region’s 2015 BIG Day of Giving Top Ten Insights:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Board engagement and giving make a BIG difference
BIG Day of Giving boosts fundraising power
High quality, relevant training pays off
Creative donor engagement attracts and grows giving
Traditional media, social media, and personal networks amplify visibility
Peer-learning and opportunities for collaboration are magnified
The 8-Week Workplan is the Silver Bullet
Personal and individual matches are the future
Prize challenges rally and organize donors
Hard work and rigor equal collective impact: #529PROUD

BOARD ENGAGEMENT AND GIVING MAKE A BIG DIFFERENCE
Data and anecdotal stories from the 2014 campaign noted that while board engagement was high, only 9%
of nonprofits reported their boards gave at 100%. Often, a lack of board giving is a sign of weak engagement
and organizational capacity. Training bootcamps for the 2015 campaign intentionally focused on greater
board engagement with a goal of reaching 100% board giving for every nonprofit.
Sixty-seven percent of nonprofits reported an “engaged” to “highly engaged” board, with 92% of boards
making a donation. And while almost 70% reported 75%-100% of their board members gave, 43% of those
boards gave at 100%, almost a 5-fold increase from 2014. And of those board members who gave, 59% gave
in addition to their annual contribution, with 57% of those donations in the $50-$249 range. These findings
reflect a vast improvement from 2014, and bodes well for even greater engagement going forward.
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TOP TEN INSIGHTS

An engaged board is a strong barometer of the health of a nonprofit. The BIG Day of Giving provided the
opportunity for nonprofits to work closely with their boards in deeper ways than ever before. It served to
facilitate dialogue for many important issues: how the nonprofit works with donors, how to message their
impact, who represents their target audience, and educating the board about the work of the nonprofit.
Overwhelmingly, survey data revealed that board engagement was achieved through constant
communication with specific tactics employed:

o
o

Agendized the BIG Day of Giving for board meetings

o
o

Trained and educated board members about the BIG Day of Giving
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Distributed tools provided by the BIG Day of Giving organizers (email templates, social media posts,
Individual Development Plans)
Specified board assignments
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TOP TEN INSIGHTS
BIG DAY OF GIVING BOOSTS FUNDRAISING POWER
It is clear that the BIG Day of Giving can have a transformational impact. While 54% of nonprofits reported
meeting or exceeding their fundraising goal and 75% reporting a “satisfied” to “highly satisfied” fundraising
outcome, many other goals were achieved that express the leveraged fundraising power of the BIG Day of
Giving. In one day, nonprofits were able to raise visibility, acquire new donors, raise funds, engage with the
community and elevate awareness of their cause at a fraction of the cost it would take to put on a traditional
fundraising event.
Select Nonprofits Raising More than 50% of Annual Revenue in 24 Hours
Nonprofit

24 Hours
2015 BIG DoG
Total
$
7,216

12 Months
of Revenue (from
GivingEdge)
$
1,260

% of Annual
Revenue

California Association of Collectors
Educational Scholarship Foundation
4 R Friends

$

17,190

$

8,694

198%

$

24,200

$

14,567

166%

Winters Friends of The Library

$

27,695

$

29,892

93%

Rocklin Historical Society

$

21,575

$

26,150

83%

Philippine National Day Association

$

6,210

$

7,843

79%

Building Empowerment Skills Today
(B.E.S.T.)
Connections for Youth

$

6,468

$

8,979

72%

$

2,465

$

3,748

66%

Literacy Support Council of Placer
County
Black United Fund Sacramento Valley,
Inc.
Yoga Seed Collective

$

3,125

$

4,774

65%

$

4,323

$

7,365

59%

$

33,952

$

60,943

56%

Reconciliation Singers Voices of Peace

$

6,000

$

11,047

54%

Sheriff's Community Impact Program

573%

For some nonprofits, the return from a 24-hour online fundraising event versus 12 months of revenue is
cost effective. The vast majority of nonprofits host special fundraising events, like gala dinners, and can
incur high overhead costs. Additionally, nonprofits are already thinking about shifting their spring appeals
to an intensified effort on the BIG Day of Giving.
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HIGH QUALITY, RELEVANT TRAINING PAYS OFF
While May 5th reflected just one day, it was the culmination of months of preparation. Training was a key
success ingredient, and the BIG DoG bootcamps brought rich content matched with knowledgeable and
respected trainers from the community. From developing GivingEdge profiles, to trainings in social media,
donor and board engagement, and developing the 8-Week Workplan, nonprofits experienced a rigorous
capacity building program that prepared them for the BIG Day of Giving and provided momentum for
continuous improvement within their organization.
Prior to the bootcamps, only 36% of
nonprofits reported feeling their level of
preparation for the BIG Day of Giving
was “good” to “very good”. After the
bootcamps, their level of preparation
jumped to 82%. One interesting finding
is that, prior to the bootcamps, only
21% reported setting financial goals
within the $10K-100K range, but after
attending the bootcamps, confidence
levels soared with 41% setting their
goals in the $10K-$100K range. Out of all
the bootcamps, the 8-Week Workplan bootcamp was rated the most high with 60% finding it “helpful” to
“very helpful”, with many nonprofits desiring more training on the development of their workplans.
While the opportunity to give is ubiquitous when it is online, an online presence does not automatically
make that happen. Nonprofits juggled many intersecting activities: succinctly communicating a nonprofit
mission, actively using social media, engaging a board of directors and cultivating new donors. Achieving
success in these areas required skills-building and new or enhanced knowledge, which can only be achieved
through quality training. Moreover, for those who attended the bootcamps, its impact can be attributed to
their financial success as well.
Bootcamp Attendance
Nonprofits that attended all
four bootcamps
Nonprofits that attended at
least one bootcamp
Nonprofits that did not
attend any bootcamps

Number of NPOs
65 (23%)

Avg. Raised per NPO
$14,428

286 (54%)

Total Raised
$ 937,849 (18% of total
raised)
$3,266,293 (64%)

243 (46%)

$1,869,126 (36%)

$ 7,691

$11,420

Nonprofits that attended all four bootcamps earned 100% more than those who did not attend any, and at
least 27% more than those who only attended one.
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CREATIVE DONOR ENGAGEMENT ATTRACTS AND GROWS GIVING
One of the best assets of the BIG Day of Giving platform is the opportunity to access donors. Many
nonprofits reported setting goals for donors, with 57% of nonprofits reporting goals of reaching 50-200
donors. Forty-eight percent of nonprofits reported meeting or exceeding their overall donor goals. In fact,
63% of nonprofits reported that 10-50% of their donors were new. Giving in the 2014 campaign did not
deter donors from giving again. Thirty-five percent of nonprofits reported that 10-25% of their BIG Day of
Giving donors gave again during the remaining calendar year
and reported that 26-74% of those donors gave
again in the 2015 campaign.
The data informs the overall BIG Day of Giving
campaign that donors who give once or are
first-time donors are more than likely to
continue giving to the nonprofit once a
relationship is established. The giving platform itself was the highest-rated asset among nonprofits, with
98% reporting a “satisfied” to ”highly satisfied” rating for access to real time donor data. The emphasis on
donor engagement during the bootcamp sessions paid off for the nonprofits who attended, and validate the
ongoing importance of maintaining and enhancing donor cultivation practices.
While there were no significant differences in donor giving behavior between 2014 and 2015, several data
points show promise for ongoing giving opportunities and donor cultivation by nonprofits:

o
o
o
o

93% will “likely” to “very likely” give to a nonprofit during the BIG Day of Giving next year

o

44% of donors reported that the importance of the
incentive pool was “neutral” to “not important” to them

o

41% participated in the 2014 campaign, indicating a
great rate of return to the BIG Day of Giving
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82% received an acknowledgment or thank you from the nonprofit they gave to
79% reported that they will probably give to the nonprofit again
59% are new donors on the BIG Day of Giving platform
(not necessarily new donors to the nonprofit)
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TRADITIONAL MEDIA, SOCIAL MEDIA, AND PERSONAL NETWORKS AMPLIFY VISIBILITY
Surpassing the goal of $5 million in donations required a new level of collaboration, with event organizers,
local media, participating nonprofits and outreach partners all pulling together to an unprecedented degree
to reach new audiences and inspire more people to give.
Consistency, consistency, consistency. BIG Day marketing toolkits were made available to media, outreach
and nonprofit partners, providing promotional elements for traditional and new media and allowing the
entire BIG DoG community to speak with one voice. From talking points and messaging, social media
graphics and guidance, to “add water & stir” ads for traditional media as well as instructional How? and
Why? videos—donors got information about the BIG Day that was consistent and on point. While honoring
the BIG Day brand, nonprofits were also given training and encouragement to be creative and assertive in
telling their individual stories of impact, which resonated powerfully with donors and with the local media.
Come one, come all. BIG DoG 2015 reached well beyond
the usual suspects to make the day a true celebration of
our region and all were welcomed to join in. This was
done by creating TV, print and radio ads in a variety of
languages and airing them via local, multicultural media
outlets. We also invited Community Champions
representing diverse communities throughout the
region to ignite their networks via email and social
media. While we have yet to see the demographics of
BIG Day donors change dramatically, we know that this
long-term commitment to reflect our regional identity
will pay off in future years.
Traditional media and new media—who’s on first? They both are! While over 54% of donors reported
learning about BIG Day from traditional media outlets, 40% reported that they were informed by social
media and digital ads. Even more astounding was the fact that 80% of donors reported receiving emails and
71% heard about BIG Day from their own personal networks. Regarding those networks, more than 25%
learned about BIG Day from a board member of a participating nonprofit, highlighting each board’s vital role
in the success of the day.
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As for our local media partners, the deepening of their support for
BIG Day was critical to the outcome. In 2014, they embraced the
project. In 2015, they owned it, making BIG Day’s goals for the
region their own. They also spent valuable production time and
resources telling compelling stories about the work of
participating nonprofits and their impact on everyday life in our
region. Collectively, they multiplied every marketing dollar spent
eightfold and increased their coverage of BIG Day with 50%
greater mentions in 2015 over 2014.
In the social media space, Facebook use was the most popular
among nonprofits, with 75% reporting it as “effective” to “highly
effective” during the BIG Day of Giving, followed by Twitter (64%),
with growth seen in YouTube (23%), mostly because of videorelated prize challenges. For the first time, we saw nonprofits
BIG Day of Giving advertisement in
purchase social media online or boosted ads, with 22% stating they
the Sacramento News & Review
were “effective” to “highly effective”. Bootcamp trainings were
effective in helping nonprofits who were new to social media become much more adept than they were
prior to BIG Day, with 80% reporting that they felt “skilled” to “highly skilled” after attending. It is also
important to note that over 40% of donors reported using used social media channels to promote the day to
their networks—causing a ripple effect of generosity.
It’s all in the mix. The overriding insight here is that reaching a variety of audiences across multiple
platforms through consistent messaging and compelling stories contributed to this year’s growth in
visibility and donations. While event organizers took on the job of promoting general awareness of the day
through mainstream and social media, the focus for nonprofits was to attract likely donors to their cause
through highly inspirational storytelling. An over-reliance on email perhaps contributed to compassion
fatigue comments by donors, but one thing is clear—visibility is key to the success of a giving day and when
all partners work together to amplify that visibility, the day becomes a regional celebration that people want
to be part of.

Folsom Auto Mall Electronic
Billboard on Hwy 50
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News 10’s Suzanne Phan live at the
Sacramento Zoo
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PEER-LEARNING AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR COLLABORATION ARE MAGNIFIED
One of the key collaboration tools introduced in the 2015 campaign was a Facebook Learning Community
(LC). Introducing this element offered another training opportunity beyond the in-person bootcamp,
provided another communication tool for organizers, fostered greater social media practice, and facilitated
sharing and collaboration between the participating nonprofits. Currently, there are 429 members, as it has
become open to any nonprofit wishing to learn more about the BIG Day of Giving. And it continues to grow
as a significant learning resource, with rich content posted by its members, bootcamp trainers and
organizers.
While there was evidence of some
promising nonprofit collaborations in this
year’s campaign, participation in the LC
was proof that nonprofits have a strong
desire for increased and ongoing
collaborations post-the BIG Day of Giving.
Nonprofits noted the value of new
relationships, unlikely partnerships to
advance their respective missions, and
the power of collaboration to partner
with local businesses.
Corporate collaborations also proved
fruitful for the BIG Day of Giving
organizers. Both Wells Fargo Bank and
Golden 1 Credit Union were among many corporations that supported the BIG Day of Giving by offering
contributions to the incentive pool fund, creative matching programs, or help with outreach efforts.
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THE 8-WEEK WORKPLAN IS THE SILVER BULLET
While training hones specific skills, it was the 8-Week Workplan that by far proved to be
the crown jewel. Seventy-nine percent of reporting nonprofits rated the 8-Week
Workplan bootcamp “good” to “very good” to “excellent”. The idea of planning and
preparation was not lost on the nonprofits once they learned of the intricacies of the BIG
Day of Giving campaign. From getting boards involved to organizing donor data and other
lists to developing a comprehensive integrated marketing campaign, the 8-Week
Workplan provided nonprofits an easy do-it-yourself template. This tool was so successful that many
nonprofits reported integrating it to manage other projects.
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TOP TEN INSIGHTS
PERSONAL AND INDIVIDUAL MATCHES ARE THE FUTURE
Many nonprofits sought out additional matching funds from friends, donors, and businesses to boost their
day’s proceeds. Of those that asked for a match, most started by asking their boards, followed by donors,
and then their own personal networks and friends. The vast majority of the match request was under
$5,000. Going forward, 64% of nonprofits rated the ability to secure pledges and 68% to secure company
matches as “important” to “very important”. Many indicated that they will work on this for 2016 and
requested additional training on how to secure outside donor and company matches. Securing personal and
individual matches will most likely be a topic to emphasize in 2016.

PRIZE CHALLENGES RALLY AND ORGANIZE DONORS
Following the lead of the Knight Foundation’s report on giving days, which found prize challenges to be an
effective motivator to rally nonprofits and donors, event organizers this year focused on prize challenges
rather than the incentive pool. It proved to be a great experiment for the BIG Day of Giving. With over
$180,000 in prize money, spread over 120 different prize challenges including non-cash prizes, prize
challenges offered a coordinated giving focus to activate donors and an opportunity for small and early
confidence-building wins.
Timed challenges were the most popular (57%), followed by board challenges (51%) and social media video
challenges (41%). While organizing for prize challenges was indeed more lucrative for those nonprofits
who rallied and won, the perception by some nonprofits was that competing for prizes was a difficult and
luck oriented activity. The total number of participating nonprofits coupled with the sheer volume of prizes
made it an unwieldy experience for some. Yet, for those nonprofits who committed to winning a prize
challenge, they experienced valuable non-monetary outcomes, such as communicating with donors to help
them meet a timed prize challenge or corralling their boards to participate in the 100% board giving
challenges (there were 200 nonprofits who participated in that challenge).

HARD WORK AND RIGOR EQUAL COLLECTIVE IMPACT: #529PROUD
From the comprehensive process of developing the GivingEdge profiles, to active participation at rigorous
bootcamps, deeper engagements with their boards and donors, designing comprehensive social media
campaigns, posting as active LC members, connecting with other nonprofits, strengthening their
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TOP TEN INSIGHTS
relationship with the community foundations, having a comprehensive 8-Week Workplan to be proud of—
all these activities came together for many nonprofits and represented true capacity building tools. Many
nonprofits remarked how these achievements made them feel as if they were part of something bigger as
opposed to being a siloed nonprofit working in a vacuum. Completing these BIG Day of Giving success
benchmarks were meaningful and changed an often-negative self-perception for many nonprofits.
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What’s Next for 2016?
Each year, important insights are gained and each succeeding campaign is built and improved based upon
those insights. The Big Day of Giving organizers plan to build the 2016 campaign emphasizing the following:

A SIMPLIFIED—BUT RIGOROUS—TRAINING AGENDA
Nonprofits appreciated the change in bootcamp structure from 2014 and valued the trainings for their
quality, but many other ideas were recommended. Some suggestions included smaller group breakout
sessions to allow for individual time with trainers, earlier trainings in the fall, and focused training for new
organizations to the BIG Day of Giving or by organizational size. Blending all the suggestions make for a
challenging dance, but one the organizers will take to heart and consider. The incredible volume of
information provided in the orientations and trainings was also mentioned as difficult to manage.
Nonprofits also suggested specific training topics, with the following as the top training requests for next
year:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Advanced social media - building upon what has been established to take nonprofits to the next
level
Donor cultivation - keeping and acquiring donors, with an emphasis on learning how to ask for a
match
Business partnerships – engendering business relationships to create more visibility in the
community
Nonprofit collaboration - maximizing new relationships that have been formed to develop stronger
BIG Day of Giving campaigns
8-Week Workplan – sharing tried-and-true workplans from nonprofits who were successful in
previous campaigns
Specialized training for more seasoned returning organizations versus the 101 versions for
organizations new to the BIG Day of Giving

MAXIMIZING GIVINGEDGE
As a back-end database that populates the BIG Day of Giving website
and as a donor resource on the giving day, the GivingEdge serves a
vital function within the entire campaign. Nonprofits take a
significant amount of time to prepare these detailed profiles, but often
think their profile is only used for BIG Day of Giving. This rich and atthe-ready profile is a year-round giving portal and information tool
used by donors, businesses and local funders, some even requiring a
profile to be eligible for grants. In fact, nearly 40% of donors reported
that they intend to use GivingEdge again in the future. The task of
creating a profile has also been an eye-opening experience for many nonprofits and, as a result, it has
provided increased awareness about many different facets of their organization, such as IRS reporting
requirements, board demographics and how program successes are monitored. Organizers will spend time
working with nonprofits to expand the use of their GivingEdge profiles beyond just the BIG Day of Giving.
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WHAT’S NEXT FOR 2016?
DIVERSE AUDIENCE OUTREACH
Campaign organizers made a small but significant dent in diverse audience outreach through a Community
Champions approach, whereby leaders from a wide range of communities were asked to be ambassadors for
the BIG Day of Giving. While quantitative donor data reveal that most donors are white women aged 40-70
years old, there are strong qualitative indicators that many donors are diverse and young. By planting seeds
this year, efforts will go deeper in 2016 to work in partnership with key nonprofit, civic, and business
leaders to enhance diverse audience outreach, and to better quantify the impact of these efforts.

Emcee Rob on the Road introducing “Hans and the Hot Mess” at the
Halftime Celebration at Cesar Chavez Park

Hundreds gathered early in the day to support nonprofits at the
Roseville Galleria Kick Off Party

Yolo County’s lunchtime event at Heritage Plaza in Woodland (Tweet by
Woodland Schools Foundation)
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With Gratitude
We would like to thank our Point DoG sponsors for their generous support of the Report to the Community.

We would also like to thank the following sponsors for their support of the BIG Day of Giving:
Endurance DoGs
Barry & Lynda Keller
Enlow & Melena A. Ose Endowment For The Arts
Golden 1 Credit Union
Sled DoGs
Boutin Jones, Inc.
Hanson McClain
James & Susan McClatchy Fund
Pacific Coast Building Products, Inc.
Placer Community Foundation
Roseville AutoMall
Sacramento Metropolitan Arts Commission
Team DoGs
Dignity Health
Earl Family Fund
Elfrena Foord & Bruce Hester
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WITH GRATITUDE
First Northern Bank
John & Maggie Frisch
Margaret Deterding Fund
SAFE Credit Union
Sierra Health Foundation
SMUD
Teichert Foundation
The California Endowment
Yolo Community Foundation
In-Kind Prize Challenge Partners
Sacramento Kings
Sacramento Republic FC
Sacramento River Cats
We are also grateful to our Regional Media Partners—who helped promote the BIG Day of Giving to the
entire community.
Cal Expo/California State Fair
Capital Public Radio
CBS Sacramento
Comcast Spotlight
Crossings TV
Entravision
FOX 40 KTXL
iHeart Media
Inside Publications
KCRA 3
KVIE Public Television
KXTV News10
Marquee Media
outWord
Roseville AutoMall
Sacramento 365
Sacramento News & Review
Sactown Magazine
Social Media Club of Sacramento
The Sacramento Bee
Univision 19
We could not have risen to the challenge without the buzz created by more than 90 Outreach Partners—
please check out the full listing at www.bigdayofgiving.org.
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ABOUT THE PARTNERS
About the Partners
The BIG Day of Giving is brought to you by:

SACRAMENTO REGION
COMMUNITY FOUNDATION

PLACER COMMUNITY
FOUNDATION

YOLO COMMUNITY
FOUNDATION

www.sacregcf.org

www.placercf.org

www.yolocf.org

To download a copy of this report, visit www.sacregcf.org.
CONTACT INFORMATION
For questions or comments regarding the BIG Day of Giving Report to the Community, please contact the
Sacramento Region Community Foundation.
Priscilla Enriquez

Jeannie Howell

Chief Giving Officer

Community Impact Officer

priscilla@sacregcf.org

jeannie@sacregcf.org

955 University Ave, Suite A
Sacramento, CA 95825
Tel 916.921.7723
Fax 916.921.7725
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